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Six years ago, the age of super heroes is just beginning. The
young Bruce Wayne has only recently emerged as Batman and
already he is facing a full-scale disaster: A massive storm is
heading for Gotham City and the Riddler has shut down the
city’s power. Luckily, Batman is not the only champion out in
the storm. Though they might not all be heroes yet, Superman,
Flash, Green Arrow, Batgirl, Catwoman, Green Lantern,
Batwoman, Batwing, Nightwing, Red Hood and Black Canary
are all fighting through the gale to protect Gotham. But will the
efforts of these young, untested would-be heroes be enough to
save the city? The New York Times best-selling BATMAN
creative duo Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo lead an all-star
lineup in telling untold tales of the world's greatest heroes'
earliest adventures in DC COMICS: ZERO YEAR, featuring
such talents as Jeff Lemire, Francis Manapul, Greg Pak, Justin
Gray, Jimmy Palmiotti, John Layman, Aaron Kuder, Trevor
McCarthy, Aaron Lopresti, Jason Fabok, Andrea Sorrentino
and many more.
When burglar Luther Whitney breaks into a Virginia mansion,
he witnesses a brutal crime involving the president -- a man
who believes he can get away with anything -- and now, Luther
may be the only one who can stop him in this #1 New York
Times bestselling thriller. In a heavily guarded mansion in the
Virginia countryside, professional burglar and break-in artist
Luther Whitney is trapped behind a two-way mirror. What he
witnesses destroys his faith not only in justice, but in all he
holds dear. What follows is an unthinkable abuse of power and
criminal conspiracy, as a breathtaking cover-up is set in motion
by those appointed to work for one of the most important
people in the world -- the President of the United States.
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American popular culture has produced few heroic figures as
famous and enduring as that of the Batman. The dark,
mysterious hero who debuted in 1939’s DETECTIVE COMICS
#27 as the lone “Bat-man” quickly grew into the legend of the
Caped Crusader. After his landmark debut and origin story,
the Dark Knight was given many seminal elements including
his partner in crime-fighting, Robin, the Boy Wonder, and such
adversaries as the Joker, the Penguin and Scarecrow. This
second volume of BATMAN: THE GOLDEN AGE collects the
Dark Knight Detective’s early adventures from BATMAN #4-7,
DETECTIVE COMICS #46-56, WORLD’S BEST COMICS #1
and WORLD’S FINEST COMICS #2-3.
"Originally published in single magazine form in
Superman/Batman 37/39, Superman/Batman annual 2,
Superman/Batman torment, Superman/Batman The search for
kryptonite"--Title page verso.
From author and artist John Byrne comes another perspective
on the development of both Superman and Batman that begins
in 1942 and progresses right through to 2019.
Superman, Batman
DC Comics: Zero Year (The New 52)
An Imaginary Tale
Batman/Superman Vol. 4: Siege
Superman Vol. 2: Trials of the Super Son

In Elseworlds, heroes are taken from their usual
settings and put into strange times and places—some
that have existed, or might have existed, and others
that can’t, couldn’t or shouldn’t exist. The result:
stories that make characters who are as familiar as
yesterday seem as fresh as tomorrow. Now, for the first
time, Superman’s Elseworlds tales are featured in a
new graphic novel collection, ELSEWORLDS: SUPERMAN
VOL. 1. This volume includes SUPERMAN: SPEEDING
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BULLETS, SUPERMAN: KAL, SUPERMAN: DISTANT FIRES,
SUPERMAN: A NATION DIVIDED, SUPERMAN, INC. and
SUPERMAN: WAR OF THE WORLDS! Featuring
Superman as the Dark Knight, Kal-El raised in medieval
times, Superman as the sole survivor of a nuclear
Armageddon, Private Atticus Kent as an abolitionist
superhero in the American Civil War, Superman the
greatest athlete on Earth and Golden Age Superman at
war with Mars!
Tucked away high in the Himalayas, a long dormant
evil has made these snowy mountain tops its home.Helspont, a decendant of the ancient alien race of
Daemonites, has enlisted an army of robots to obtain
all there is to know about the Kryptonian meanace
standing between him and dominion over the people of
Earth.- Can Helspont gain control over Superman and
use him to execute his invasion plan?- Or will the
Earth's alien protector cast Helspont back to the planet
of Daemon? Collects Superman #7-12, Superman
Annual #1.
"The Batman Who Laughs was one of the premier
villains crawling his way from the depths of the Dark
Multiverse and wreaking havoc on the DC Universe.
Now he has been infecting some of the biggest heroes
across the DC Universe with a mutated version of the
Joker virus that is coursing through him. Cue the teamup of two of the greatest superheroes in history:
Batman and Superman. They decide to work together
to find out who is infected and hopefully cure them
before it's too late."-Monster Men. New costumed vigilantes. Mad doctors.
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Each new threat has brought Batman--and Gotham
City--to the brink. But it was all a smokescreen for the
real threat in the shadows...Bane. The man who has
physically tested the Dark Knight like no man before is
back to finally break the Bat. Can a battered,
exhausted Batman fend off one of his greatest foes
ever? Written by breakout star Tom King and illustrated
by David Finch and Mikel Janin, the newest installment
of this best-selling, critically acclaimed graphic novel
series sees the Dark Knight take on Bane in their
deadliest confrontation yet! Collects BATMAN #13-18.
The Justice Lords hail from an alternate universe where
the Justice League decided to enforce law and order
through and means necessary...and then took it too far,
becoming despots. Years ago the Justice League
defeated them, and Wonder Woman returned to their
world with them to make sure they stayed in check. But
something went wrong. Now, Wonder Woman is back in
the world of Batman Beyond, and Superman and Bruce
Wayne sense that she’s hiding something. As Terry
McGinnis takes a dangerous trip to the Justice Lords’
world to find out Wonder Woman’s secrets—and
encounters a version of himself whose life took a very
different path—the Justice Lords return to our Earth in
search of Wonder Woman. Can the Justice League of
the future hope to defeat versions of themselves that
are just as powerful but more ruthless? Or will the
world of the future become another conquest for Lord
Superman? Writers Kyle Higgins (NIGHTWING) and
Christos Gage (BATMAN: LEGENDS OF THE DARK
KNIGHT) and artists Thony Silas (Venom) and Dexter
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Soy (Captain Marvel) take the fan-favorite villains from
the JUSTICE LEAGUE animated series into the world of
Batman Beyond and transformed them into the Justice
Lords Beyond! (Collects BATMAN BEYOND UNIVERSE
#9-12)!
I Am Bane
Superman/Batman: Saga of the Super Sons (New
Edition)
Superman: Earth One
Batman/Superman Vol. 1: Who Are the Secret Six?
Batman/Superman (2019-) #1
Batman comes to the aid of Metropolis when
Lex Luthor starts sending thugs to Gotham,
and both he and Superman battle a cult that
thinks Superman is a god, and a planet that
has been taught that Luthor is their god.
Superman and his super-son Jon are back in
the second volume by best-selling author
Peter J. Tomasi! With Jon becoming more
and more powerful by the day, Superman's
greatest foes are starting to take notice of
the new super-kid on the block. When one of
the most evil and ruthless of Superman's
rogues' gallery comes for the Man of Steel's
son, Clark must decide just how far he's
willing to go to protect the ones he loves.
Collects SUPERMAN #7-13. Rebirth honors
the richest history in comics, while
continuing to look towards the future. These
are the most innovative and modern stories
featuring the world's greatest superheroes,
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told by some of the finest storytellers in the
business. Honoring the past, protecting our
present and looking towards the future. This
is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of
the DC Universe. The legacy continues.
Screenwriter Mark Verheiden (Battlestar
Galactica) spotlights Power Girl and
Huntress in this stand-alone issue with art
by fan-favorite artist Kevin Maguire! Can
this all-different, all-female World's Finest
team save Superman and Batman as an old
villain commits his final act of revenge?
If you take two of the biggest and best
known characters in comics - Batman and
Superman - and mix them together with a
dash of intrigue and a touch of adventure,
this is the resoundingly successful result In
this reality-bending tale, Superman and
Batman rule the Earth with an iron fist, with
humanity bending to their will. Before long,
the World's Finest Duo is sent careening
through a series of bizarre alternate Earths,
facing an assortment of classic characters
including Kamandi, Sgt. Rock, the Haunted
Tank, and many more Written by Jeph Loeb
(Batman: Hush) with stunning art by Carlos
Pacheco & Jesus Merino (JLA/JSA: Virtue
and Vice), this story will blow you away absolutely
Supermen, Batmen, Supergirls, and
alternate Earths abound when Superman
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and Batman cross dimensions to kill the
man responsible for Lois Lane's death and a
group of fearsome heroes from another
world arrives to avenge him.
Public Enemies
Superman/Batman Vol. 4
Superman / Batman
Superman/Batman Omnibus Vol. 1
Supergirl

THE MAN OF STEEL AGAINST THE DARK
KNIGHT! Superman and Batman are usually allies,
but when they do have to go toe-to-toe, it’s the
ultimate battle of brains versus brawn! Can an
ordinary man take down an opponent with the power
of a god? Can even superpowers prevail against a
tactical genius who is never less than ten steps
ahead? From all-star comic talents Frank Miller,
Geoff Johns, Jim Lee, Jeph Loeb, Scott Snyder,
Greg Capullo and more, these stories tackle the
oldest fan debate in comics: Who would
win—Superman or Batman? Collects stories from
JUSTICE LEAGUE #2, BATMAN #612,
SUPERMAN/BATMAN #78, BATMAN #35-36,
BATMAN: THE DARK NIGHT RETURNS #4 and
MAN OF STEEL #4.
Who is SupermanÕs Joker? Writer Greg Pak
(ACTION COMICS) and artist Ardian Syaf
(BATGIRL) add a deadly new name to SupermanÕs
Rogues Gallery-one that will test SupermanÕs
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strength and BatmanÕs mind equally! ItÕs the Man
of SteelÕs worst nightmare: an obsessed villain who
knows all of SupermanÕs secrets and is willing to kill
all of his allies in order to destroy his true target. It
falls to Batman to track down this murderous
madman-but with no clues left behind and no leads
to follow, will this killer outwit the WorldÕs Greatest
Detective? Collects BATMAN/SUPERMAN #16-20,
BATMAN/SUPERMAN ANNUAL #1 and
BATMAN/SUPERMAN: FUTURES END #1!
CAPES AND GLOVES AND ROCK ÍNÍ ROLL Have
you ever considered what it would be like if
Superman and Batman each had a son? Would they
be super-powered successors„or dynamic
disappointments? Wonder no more, because the
Super Sons are here! A hoax? A dream? An
imaginary tale? No! Now, revealed in all of its action
and drama, the classic chronicle of the two greatest
heroes the world has never known: SUPERMAN JR.
AND BATMAN JR.„THE SUPER SONS! Finally
recollected after so years out of print! This classic
graphic novel by Author Bob Haney (THE BRAVE
AND THE BOLD) and artist Dick Dillin (JUSTICE
LEAGUE OF AMERICA) collects WORLDÍS FINEST
COMICS #215, #216, #221, #222, #224, #228, #230,
#231, #233, #238, #242, #263 and ELSEWORLDS
80-PAGE GIANT #1!
"Batman created by Bob Kane with Bill Finger;
Superboy created by Jerry Siegel; Supergirl based
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on the characters created by Jerry Siegal and Joe
Shuster; Superman created by Jerry Siegel and Joe
Shuster. By special arrangement with the Jerry
Siegel family."
Superman faces off against the Silver Banshee,
Preus, Doomsday, and, worst of all, Gog, who
returns for another attempt to fulfill his promise to kill
Superman.
Superman-batman
Superman/Batman Vol. 2
Batman vs. Superman: The Greatest Battles
Batman/Superman Vol. 2: World's Deadliest
Batman
Up in the sky, in the dark of the night, trust no one—for the
Secret Six walk among us. Spinning out of the devastating events
of the Batman Who Laughs, Superman and Batman are together
once more in an all-new monthly series—and they’re facing a
terrifying new threat that could strike from anywhere. The Dark
Knight and the Man of Steel must journey into the depths of
Gotham City to learn which of their fellow heroes has been
transformed into the horrifying horseman of their most
dangerous and deranged foe ever. Our heroes will need to fight to
survive, but an even more dangerous question lurks in the
shadows: Can Superman and Batman even trust each other?
Three super-beings change the course of time by killing the Kents
and raising Superman, and killing the man who killed Bruce
Wayne's parents, creating a world in which Superman and
Batman rule with an iron fist.
The Dark Knight and the Man of Steel uncover a plot by the
Toymaster to use a secret, potentially deadly element in his new
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video game, the characters created by players manifest in real life.
The ultimate fighting game results--and a world-wide network of
players must team up to create the most powerful, skilled Super
Heroes imaginable with one goal: To kill Batman. When Batman
and Superman are corned by the Toymaster and Mongul, they
are pitted against on another in a battle to the death, with their
only hope being the The Worlds' Finest. Collects
Batman/Superman #5-9, Batman/Superman Annual #1, Worlds'
Finest #20-21.
The Earth has a new world order in which Batman and Superman
rule with an iron fist. Humankind has a choice: obey or die! But a
resistance is formed against these dictators! Will these unlikely
freedom fighters save the world or destroy it? Also, the World's
Finest heroes take on a squad of revenge-seeking heroes on the
hunt for the murderer of one of their teammates - and their top
suspects are Batman and Superman. Collects
SUPERMAN/BATMAN issues #14-26.
Batman teams up with the Man of Steel to track down and help
those who have been infected by a ravenous, mutated Joker virus.
Just one problem: they don't know who they are. A virus is
spreading, and it's not just after innocent people, but some of our
most powerful heroes as well. The biggest question isn't why or
how, but who? The Batman Who Laughs was one of the premier
villains crawling his way from the depths of the Dark Multiverse
and wreaking havoc on the DC Universe. Now he has been
infecting some of the biggest heroes across the world with a
mutated version of the Joker virus that is coursing through him.
Cue the team-up of two of the greatest superheroes in history:
Batman and Superman. They decide to work together to find out
who is infected and hopefully cure them before it's too late.
Batman/Superman Vol. 2: Game Over (The New 52)
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Vengeance
Earth One
Elseworlds: Superman Vol. 1
Absolute Power

In the early 1940s, Superman was a muchneeded hero for a nation on the brink of war. The
Man of Steel (and his comic book medium) were
in their Golden Age, and with each new story,
Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster were continuing to
expand and enrich the world of their still
relatively new creation. This volume includes the
first appearances of such classic figures as Daily
Planet editor Perry White and Superman’s
archenemy, Lex Luthor. It is also in these
timeless tales that the Man of Tomorrow first
takes flight, no longer just leaping tall buildings
in a single bound, but soaring over them!
SUPERMAN: THE GOLDEN AGE VOL. 2 collects
adventures from ACTION COMICS #20-31,
SUPERMAN #4-7 and NEW YORK WORLD’S FAIR
COMICS #2.In the early 1940s, Superman was a
much-needed hero for a nation on the brink of
war. The Man of Steel (and his comic book
medium) were in their Golden Age, and with each
new story, Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster were
continuing to expand and enrich the world of
their still relatively new creation. This volume
includes the first appearances of such classic
figures as Daily Planet editor Perry White and
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Superman’s archenemy, Lex Luthor. It is also in
these timeless tales that the Man of Tomorrow
first takes flight, no longer just leaping tall
buildings in a single bound, but soaring over
them! SUPERMAN: THE GOLDEN AGE VOL. 2
collects adventures from ACTION COMICS
#20-31, SUPERMAN #4-7 and NEW YORK
WORLD’S FAIR COMICS #2.
A reimagining of Batman's beginnings sheds
new light on how Bruce Wayne became the Dark
Knight, as he seeks revenge on his parents'
killers.
Superman/Batman Vol. 2DC
"Batman: Hush writer Jeph Loeb is a legend in
the comics community, and now every issue of
his masterful run on the Man of Steel is collected
in this trade paperback volume. The Daily Planet
returns as a new era for the Man of Steel begins!
Superman for All Seasons writer Jeph Loeb joins
artists Mike McKone and Marlo Alquiza for a
back-to-basics series that reveals the shocking
reason Lex Luthor has given the Planet back to
Perry White. Plus, what villain's son is heading to
Earth for a collision with the Man of Steel?"-Forget everything you know about The Man of
Steel and brace yourself for a staggering new
take on the world's most popular Super Hero.
Best-selling, Hugo Award-winning writer J.
Michael Straczynski (BRAVE AND THE BOLD,
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THOR, BABYLON 5) and red-hot rising star artist
Shane Davis (GREEN LANTERN,
SUPERMAN/BATMAN) team up for this exciting
launch of the EARTH ONE graphic novel series.
Set in an all-new continuity re-imagining DC's
top heroes, EARTH ONE is a new wave of
original, stand-alone graphic novels produced by
the top writers and artists in the industry. The
groundbreaking new line rockets into effect right
here with the Super Hero who started it allSuperman! What would happen if the origin of
The Man of Tomorrow were introduced today for
the very first time? Return to Smallville and
experience the journey of Earth's favorite
adopted son as he grows from boy to Superman
like you've never seen before!
Superman Vol. 2: Secrets & Lies (The New 52)
Superman: The Golden Age Vol. 2
Batman: The Golden Age Vol. 2
Batman & Superman in World's Finest: The
Silver Age Omnibus
Batman Beyond 2.0: Justice Lords Beyond
HIS DEADLIEST WEAKNESS. HIS MIGHTIEST
ENEMY. HIS DARKEST HOUR… He’s faster
than a bolt of lightning. He can stop a
missile with two fingers. He can mold
titanium between his molars like gum.
But there is one substance that can
tear Superman apart from the inside
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out. And there is one being whose power
makes him look like a mere mortal in
the clutches of an angry god. The
weapon is Kryptonite. The enemy is
Darkseid. And unless he can find a way
to fight them both, the Man of Steel is
doomed! In this incredible collection
starring the most iconic superheroes in
comics, the Man of Steel and the Dark
Knight face two of their greatest
challenges. “The Search for Kryptonite”
sees Superman and Batman scouring the
planet to rid the world of Kryptonite,
the one weapon that can kill the Last
Son of Krypton. And in “Torment,” the
two heroes face the fight of their
lives against the God of Apokolips and
his sadistic disciple Desaad. A trio of
TV’s best superhero writers—Michael
Green Mike Johnson (HEROES) and Alan
Burnett (the BATMAN BEYOND animated
series)—joins artists Shane Davis
(SUPERMAN: EARTH ONE VOL. 1 & 2) and
DUSTIN NGUYEN (BATMAN: L’IL GOTHAM) in
this collection of SUPERMAN/BATMAN
#37-49 and SUPERMAN/BATMAN ANNUAL #2.
It’s the World’s Finest Heroes at their
best!
Gotham's masked protector, Batman, has
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trained extensively to become a feared
caped crusader. His Kryptonian friend
Superman was born with superhuman
abilities that Earth-born humans could
never dream of. Together they are the
World's Finest. Writers Michael Green
and Mike Johnson (Supergirl) and artist
Rags Morales (Identity Crisis) bring
you one of the darkest struggles
Superman and Batman have ever faced.
Superman/Batman Omnibus Vol. 2 collects
these and other classic tales featuring
the Man of Steel and the Dark Knight.
This volume collects stories from
Superman/Batman #44-87; Superman/Batman
Annual #3-5.
From legendary creator Grant Morrison
(All-Star Superman, Batman & Robin, The
Invisibles), comes the first chapter in
his newest creation. 18 Days is the
story of three generations of superwarriors, meeting for the final battle
of their age, a climactic war that
concludes the age of the gods and
begins the age of man. "This is not a
Lord of the Rings or a Star Wars where
the good guys win because they are
right. The good guys in 18 Days are
forced to cheat and lie and break rules
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to win. Although it has fantastic,
mythic trappings, this is a very modern
story of realpolitik and the failure of
ideals in the face of harsh truth." ¨C
Grant Morrison
Superman and Batman work together to
battle evil in many forms.
Clark Kent, Jr., and Bruce Wayne, Jr.,
cope with the challenges and stresses
of being the sons of world-famous
superheroes and not being able to admit
it, and with their relationships with
the fathers they will never equal.
Superman Batman (2010-) #27
Superman/Batman
Superman - Action Comics Vol. 2:
Bulletproof (The New 52)
Batman & Superman in World's Finest:
The Silver Age Vol. 2

The popular superheroes join forces to thwart evil President
Lex Luthor's plan to try an innocent Superman for crimes
against humanity.
Writer Mark Verheiden (SUPERMAN) along with artist Ethan
Van Sciver (FLASH: REBIRTH, BATMAN: THE DARK
KNIGHT) and others take Superman and Batman on an edgeof-your-seat adventure! When the Caped Crusader is
attacked by one of his oldest and most powerful allies, the
Martian Manhunter, he seeks the aid of Superman. Soon,
Batman and the Man of Steel are ambushed by off-worldersPage 16/19
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both friend and foe alike. As the madness spreads and the
Dark Knight finds himself in danger from his Kryptonian
friend, Batman must take desperate measures and make
dangerous deals to defeat Superman and save the human
race. When the smoke clears, will both heroes survive? Will
their friendship? Collects SUPERMAN/BATMAN #27-36 and
SUPERMAN/BATMAN ANNUAL #1.
They had been fighting crime separately for years, but it
wasn’t until the historic Superman #76 in 1952 that
Superman, the Man of Steel, finally teamed up with the
Caped Crusader himself—Batman. That story proved so
popular that the team quickly became the main feature in
World’s Finest Comics—and thus the greatest partnership in
comics was born. Their adventures together would feature
heroes and villains such as Robin, Batwoman, Lex Luthor,
Bat-Mite, Mr. Mxyzptlk and more alien threats than might
seem possible. Batman & Superman in World’s Finest: The
Silver Age Vol. 2 collects their super-team-ups from World’s
Finest Comics #95-116.They had been fighting crime
separately for years, but it wasn’t until the historic Superman
#76 in 1952 that Superman, the Man of Steel, finally teamed
up with the Caped Crusader himself—Batman. That story
proved so popular that the team quickly became the main
feature in World’s Finest Comics—and thus the greatest
partnership in comics was born. Their adventures together
would feature heroes and villains such as Robin, Batwoman,
Lex Luthor, Bat-Mite, Mr. Mxyzptlk and more alien threats
than might seem possible. Batman & Superman in World’s
Finest: The Silver Age Vol. 2 collects their super-team-ups
from World’s Finest Comics #95-116.They had been fighting
crime separately for years, but it wasn’t until the historic
Superman #76 in 1952 that Superman, the Man of Steel,
finally teamed up with the Caped Crusader himself—Batman.
That story proved so popular that the team quickly became
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the main feature in World’s Finest Comics—and thus the
greatest partnership in comics was born. Their adventures
together would feature heroes and villains such as Robin,
Batwoman, Lex Luthor, Bat-Mite, Mr. Mxyzptlk and more alien
threats than might seem possible. Batman & Superman in
World’s Finest: The Silver Age Vol. 2 collects their superteam-ups from World’s Finest Comics #95-116.
Superman and Batman first teamed up in these stories from
comics' Golden Age, reprinted here for the first time in one
massive hardcover. In these tales, which feature frequent
guest stars Robin, Lois Lane, Commissioner Gordon and
Perry White, the two heroes battle crime in the past, present
and future, including each other's greatest foes: Lex Luthor
and The Joker! Collects stories from "New York World's Fair
Comics "#1-2 and "World's Finest Comics" #71-96.
Clark Kent is dead! When grave circumstances cause
Superman to leave behind his alter ego, an unimpeded Man
of Steel must face his deadliest foe to date: Nimrod the
Hunter! Metropolis' newest threat has killed everything he's
ever tracked, but he's never killed an alien. Will the red and
blue Kryptonian be his first? Legendary writer Grant Morrison
(ALL-STAR SUPERMAN, BATMAN) continues his bestselling, critically acclaimed run on SUPERMAN: ACTION
COMICS, with art by Rags Morales (IDENTITY CRISIS),
Gene Ha (TOP 10) and a host of comics' finest illustrators.
This trade paperback graphic novel collects SUPERMAN:
ACTION COMICS 9-12, 0 and ANNUAL 1.
Saga of the Super Sons
In the Name of Gog
Superman/Batman Vol. 3
Superman: the City of Tomorrow Vol. 2
Superman/Batman 1

The Riddler has arrived in Gotham and he's
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terrorizing the city with his own twisted
brand of anarchy. But why is he attacking
now, and what is his endgame? The Riddler
isn't Batman's only problem, as Killer
Croc is on the streets and his violent
crimes can't be ignored. Meanwhile, the
Dark Knight has trouble reconciling the
increasingly conflicting ideologies of
Alfred Pennyworth and James Gordon in this
gripping re-imagining of the Batman
mythology.
Superman & Batman Generations 2
Grant Morrison's 18 Days #1
Worship
Superman/Batman Omnibus Vol. 2
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